




In a world of opportunities, AL GHURAIR GIGA Pakistan (Private) Ltd. (AGGPPL) holds itself 

responsible for the delivery of exceptional and farsighted projects. AGGPPL is a leading business 

group involved in Banking, Real Estate, Textile and Gold Refining. The Group’s primary focus in 

Pakistan is real estate mix development which includes multimillion USD projects - GIGA Mall - 

World Trade Center Islamabad, Lignum Tower, Defence Executive Apartments, Defence Residency, 

Defence Towers,  M.B Commercial, Capital Business Avenue, El Cielo among others.

 

AL GHURAIR GIGA is the official licensee of World Trade Center Association New York, USA, for 

Islamabad. The joint venture partners have been acclaimed as one of the fastest growing real estate 

developers, with a host of successful projects in the Middle East, Pakistan and around the world. Its 

winning formula, is its team of highly qualified professionals in the fields of architecture, interior 

designing, construction and management, with an insightful knowledge and hands-on experience 

of numerous landmark projects such as Goldcrest Views, Goldcrest Views 2, Goldcrest Executive in 

Dubai and the most recent Goldcrest Dreams in Ajman.

AL GHURAIR GIGA



Defence Housing Authority (DHA) Islamabad reflects the ambitious vision of Islamabad & 

Rawalpindi, a credible and secure destination in terms of infrastructure, design, urban planning, 

architecture and environmental balance.

DHA Islamabad-Rawalpindi in collaboration with it’s valued customers, partners & alliances is 

committed towards providing the most modern and viable living concepts in housing, commercial 

ventures and a host of business opportunities.

The remarkable progress has only become possible due to the appreciation and patronage of our 

valuable members. Our success depends upon our ability to embrace diversity and promote 

innovation. Defence Housing Authority is proudly contributing towards the growth of economy 

besides generating employment opportunities, world-class health care, education, entertainment 

and progressive development of infrastructure, which are areas of diverse enhancement towards 

the social uplift for our generations.

DHA ISLAMABAD



The founder of GIGA Group of companies, Haji Abdul Rahim Giga, made his debut in the textile industry and trading 

business in Dubai, United Arab Emirates in 1956, sowing a seed that is a giant tree today, still growing and branching 

out. That one bold step, 50 years later, has led to a great business house that grows stronger with every season and 

every challenge.

 

Today, the GIGA Group comprises of several companies independently and jointly owned by the Giga family in 

Pakistan and Middle East. The GIGA Group has a multifarious set of business activities in textile, gold refining, bullion 

trade, real estate development and the construction industry.

 

The GIGA Vision is to become one of the top international conglomerates with right action, right partners, right 

business principles and the right attitude to all clients and employees that nourish the entity.

 

Just like a tree nourishes the entire planet, GIGA wishes to enrich the lives of all those who are touched by its presence.

RABOUT GIGA GROUP



PROJECTS

Goldcrest Views - I

Goldcrest Views - II

Goldcrest Views Executive

Companies working under the GIGA Group have developed and successfully delivered several 

international and local projects, a few of which are listed here:

Lignum Tower

Defence Residency 

Defence Executive Apartments

Defence Towers

GIGA Mall - World Trade Center (WTC) 
Islamabad

M.B Commercial

Capital Business Avenue

El Cielo

Pakistan (Islamabad) United Arab Emirates (Dubai)





Islamabad, the capital of Pakistan – a modern 

city nestled at the foot of the beautifully lush 

Margalla Hills. 

This city is home to many migrants from 

different regions of Pakistan, and has a cultural 

and religious diversity of considerable antiquity. 

 

We, at GIGA Group, were inspired by this 

diversity, and wanted to build a place where 

everyone can come together and experience 

this mix of cultures in a congenial environment 

that’s relaxing and entertaining for the whole 

family. That’s when the idea for D Mall was 

conceived.

Built with an  easily accessible location in mind,   in the heart of DHA 
Islamabad

Introducing Islamabad’s first of its kind Indoor Water Park

Find all your favourite local & international labels at D Mall

A multi-cuisine Food Court packed with popular fast food joints, a 
variety of other restaurants and excellent options for exclusive fine 
dining

D Mall’s world-class cafés offer a comfortable haven for business 
associates and leisure seekers alike

A dedicated Play Area with rides, bowling alley and arcade games 
suitable for all ages

Spacious covered car parking

Highlights



In the Heart of DHA Islamabad

Go Beyond the Beauty



Top Local & International Brands

Shop Beyond the Predictable



Trendy Cafés

Leisure Beyond the Imagination



Entertainment

Entertainment Beyond Your Expectations



Multi-Cuisine Food Court & Restaurants

Taste Beyond the Ordinary



Kids’ Play Area

Enjoy Beyond the Limits



Introducing Islamabad’s first-of-its-kind indoor 

Water Park, with swerving water slides and an 

array of fun filled water based attractions, the 

Water Park at D Mall is the ideal place to park 

your kids while you shop at your leisure. 

Even more so in the summers, when the 

water park becomes the ideal place to 

beat the heat



Indoor Water Park

Pleasure Beyond Your Anticipation







Wi-Fi Zone
Indoor

Water Park
Entertainment Mall

Management
Kids’

Play Area



In the Heart
of DHA

Islamabad

Top Local &
International

Brands

Multi-Cuisine
Food Court &
Restaurants

Trendy Cafés Spacious
Covered Car

Parking
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Airport Road

to Lahore

To Peshawar

Phase-1

DHA Phase-III

G.T. Road

G.T. Road

Soan River

Golf Course
Ayub Park

Islamabad International Airport

Zero Point

Blue Area

Emaar
Canyon Views

Bahria Town 1-6

Bahria Town 7-8

Rawat

Saddar

DHA

Proposed Link road to Motorway

DHA Phase II

LignumTower

DefenceExecutive
Apartments

GIGA MALL

W
orld Trade

Center ISB

Jacaranda

Family Club

Al Ghurair
Giga Office

DefenceResidency
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For more details:

AL GHURAIR GIGA Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd.
Downtown GIGA, Defence Housing Authority, Phase II (GT Road) Islamabad

UAN : +92-51-111-244-244
www.alghurairgiga.com


